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Abstract: The performance of a Chinese lean iron ore as the oxygen carrier in chemical looping
combustion was investigated in a fixed bed reactor. Considering the short contact time between the
fuel gas and oxygen carrier in the sub-pilot experimental setup, the short injection time of CO was
employed in the reactor to simulate this event. The injection time of CO was set to 60 s, 50 s and
40 s respectively, to investigate its effects on the reactivity of the oxygen carrier. A total of 100 cyclic
reactions under each condition were carried out to test the reactivity stability of the oxygen carrier.
The oxygen carriers prior and after reactions were characterized using SEM, XRD and BET. Results
showed that there was an activation process of the reactivity during initial cycles. The extension of
the reaction time was beneficial to the diffusion of CO into the oxygen carrier and could improve
the conversion of CO. Also, it could form larger pore volumes for gas diffusion in the oxygen carrier.
However, it led to the formation of the Fe2SiO4 and severe sintering on the surface, which was
harmful to the stability of the oxygen carrier’s reactivity.
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1. Introduction

The production of pure CO2 was proposed by Lewis and Gilliland [1], which was similar to
the process of chemical looping combustion. Richter and Knoche adopted this concept to improve
the thermal efficiency of fossil fuel fired power plants [2]. Later, the chemical looping combustion
(CLC) was firstly named and used for CO2 capture by Ishida et al. [3,4], and since then the concept
of chemical looping has been used in many fields [5–9]. As an inherent CO2 separation technology
without extra energy penalty, CLC has been considered as one of the most promising technologies to
capture high-concentration CO2 [8,10]. In the CLC process, the oxygen carrier (OC) circulates between
the air reactor and fuel reactor to transfer the oxygen from air to the fuel. Usually, the oxygen carrier is
a kind of metallic oxide (MxOy). In the fuel reactor, the solid fuel is gasified herein with the gasification
agent (e.g., H2O, CO2). The oxygen carrier reacts with the gasified gases or fuel gas to realize the
non-flame combustion of the fuel (CnH2m), described as reaction Equation (1). Then, the reduced
oxygen carrier particles (MxOy−1) are carried by the flue gas into the separator, where the oxygen
carrier is separated. Subsequently, the reduced metallic oxide circulates into the air reactor and is
reoxidized by the air, shown as Equation (2).

(2n + m)MxOy + CnH2m → (2n + m)MxOy−1 + mH2O + nCO2, (1)

MxOy−1 + 0.5O2 → MxOy, (2)
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As a significant role in CLC, the oxygen carrier requires proper reactivity, mechanical and
thermal performances. Currently, many successful operations have been conducted using synthetic
OCs in pilot-scale gaseous fuel CLC systems. Synthetic OCs such as NiO, CoO, CuO, Mn3O4 and
Fe2O3 presented favorable performances with high reactivity, high mechanical strength and low
agglomeration [11–16]. To further enhance the reaction and/or mechanical performances, inert
materials (e.g., Al2O3, SiO2, TiO2) were widely used as supports for the synthetic OCs [17–22].
However, it should be considered that the OC loss takes place continuously in the operation of
pilot-scale CLC reactors, which is caused by the attrition along the flow channel [23,24]. The attrition
and toxication of OCs are more severe in the solid fuel CLC process owing to the solid-solid contact
between solid fuels and OC particles. Additionally, regular drain of fuel ash in CLC process is always
accompanied by the OCs loss [25–27]. The synthetic OCs always need high-grade metal oxides and/or
pure compounds, which increases the cost of raw materials. This would be a constraint factor of
synthetic OCs for commercial applications.

In recent years, finding low-cost OCs with relatively high reactivity and strong mechanical
strength has become a dominant research focus. Abundant ore resources are possible oxygen carriers,
such as natural copper, manganese and iron minerals [28–31]. Due to their low cost, environmental
friendliness and abundance, iron-based minerals (e.g., ilmenite, hematite, magnetite, limonite, etc.)
have been some of the most attractive OCs and have been widely used [31,32]. Their uncontrollable
compositions and structures made the natural iron-based ores exhibit variable reactivities and
mechanical performances in the process of CLC. As for reaction mechanism study, studies in Chalmers
University of Technology demonstrated that the ilmenite offered attractive performances in CLC with
high conversion of fuel gas [33,34]. The ilmenite also has been investigated in University of Kentucky
and it showed satisfying reactivity, mechanical strength and oxygen transport capacity [23,35].
A comprehensive comparison of the performances of different iron-based ores including hematite,
ilmenite, limonite, magnetite and taconite was carried out by National Energy Technology Laboratory
in US. Results illustrated the reactivities of ores were worse than that of pure Fe2O3 due to the less
active compositions content. However, the magnetite and limonite demonstrated better performances
than hematite, ilmenite and taconite [36]. In Universität Siegen, tests of two ilmenites in fixed bed
reactor demonstrated they had high gas conversions, however the sintering of particles might be a
substantial problem [37]. In China, the natural hematite and natural iron ore have been evaluated as
oxygen carriers in CLC [27,38]. The previous studies demonstrated that natural ores had relatively
satisfying performances. However, they were high-grade minerals which had a high cost of the raw
materials. The real situation of the iron minerals is that the low-grade lean iron ore takes much more
inventory than the high-grade ones, thus the lean iron ore has more advantage in the price. If the lean
iron ore is demonstrated to be capable for commercial applications, the operation cost of CLC can be
decreased. But, the lean iron ore contains many other components which may affect the reduction
of active component and make the reaction mechanism more complex. There were few literatures
focusing on the properties of the lean iron ore. Previously, our group has designed and built a high-flux
circulated fluidized bed (CFB) unit for chemical looping combustion [39]. In this unit, the riser was
applied as the fuel reactor. Another 50 kW CLC unit in Southeast University also adopted fast fluidized
bed as fuel reactor [40]. In these units, the contact time between fuel and oxygen carrier was short.
And the OCs usually cannot be totally reduced. Thus, the previous studies on the OC performances
may deviate from the real circumstance of OCs in practical operations.

In this study, we conducted the experiment to investigate the performances of a type of Chinese
lean iron ore as oxygen carrier. To be more practical, the effects of short-time and multicycle redox
process on the performances of OC in CLC were investigated in this work. With the consideration of
cost efficiency for future commercial application, a kind of Chinese lean iron ore was adopted as the
oxygen carrier. The injection time of reduction gas was set to 60 s, 50 s and 40 s in a bench-scale fixed
bed reactor to simulate the short residence times of oxygen carrier in reduction atmosphere in a dual
circulated fluidized bed system. The effects of short reduction times on the reactivity were investigated.
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Multi-redox cycles were carried out to evaluate the stability of the reactivity. And the mechanisms of
reactivity changes were analyzed by the characterizations of OCs using SEM, BET and XRD.

2. Experimental

2.1. Experimental Material

In this work, a kind of lean iron ore from Hebei Province in China was selected as the oxygen
carrier. The performance study can offer the theoretical possibility for its future commercial application.

To prepare the oxygen carrier, the lean iron ore was crushed first. The obtained particles of the
lean iron ore were calcined in muffle furnace at 1173 K for 2 h to be fully oxidized. After calcination, the
particles were sieved to a size range of 0.35–0.83 mm. The sieved particles were irregular polyhedrons
with sharp apparent edges and corners, as shown in the Figure 1. The apparent density of the particles
is about 2930 kg/m3 while the bulk density is about 1600 kg/m3. The compositions of the prepared
oxygen carrier, analyzed by X-ray fluorescence, are presented as Table 1.
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Table 1. The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis results of lean iron ore oxygen carrier (OC).

Component Fe2O3 SiO2 Al2O3 CaO MgO SO3 Others

Mass Fraction/% 44.16 18.93 2.98 17.09 7.43 2.35 7.06

2.2. Experimental Setup and Procedure

The experimental setup used in this work was a batch-scale fixed bed, as shown in Figure 2.
The reactor was made of quartz tube with inner diameter of 40 mm, and a porous board was placed at
the medium of the reactor. The temperature in the reactor was precisely controlled by a K-thermocouple
and fuzzy PID controller. The gases used in the experiment were supplied by the gas cylinders
produced at Nanjing Shangyuan gas plant (Nanjing, China). The flow rates of the gases were controlled
by the S49 32/MT mass flow controllers produced by Beijing HORIBA METRON Instruments Co. Ltd.
(Beijing, China).

Prior to each test, 50 g of the calcined lean iron ore was placed on the porous board and then the
reactor was heated to 1223 K in N2 atmosphere. When the temperature was kept stable, the redox
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cycles were carried out. The reduction process was initiated by injecting the 11% CO (diluted with N2)
into the reactor. During different tests, the gas flow rate of the CO kept 1 L/min with the injection
times of 60 s, 50 s and 40 s. After the reduction period, the 99.99% N2 stream was introduced for
purge period to avoid the effects of residual CO and CO2 on the reaction. The gas flow rate was set
as 1 L/min. Then the pure air was switched to replace the N2 to oxidize the reduced oxygen carrier
with the gas flow of 1 L/min as well. The oxidation of oxygen carrier lasted for 60 s to guarantee that
the oxygen carrier was fully oxidized. After oxidation period, the N2 was injected into the reactor
for the second purge process to initiate the next cycle. The production gas leaving the reactor was
filtered and dried. After cooling, the compositions of the flue gas were analyzed by the gas analyzer
produced by Messgeräte für Rauchgase und Umweltschutz GmbH (MRU) in Neckarsulm Germany,
whose sampling interval was set as 1 s during the whole reaction process.

A single redox cycle included CO reduction (denoted as R), purge process using N2 (denoted
as P1), air oxidation (denoted as O), and the second purge process (denoted as P2). In the experiment,
the first purge process was adopted to sweep out the residual unreacted CO and the production CO2.
The purpose of the second purge process was to sweep the residual air in the reactor and initial the
next redox cycle. The CO injection time in test 1 was the longest in these three tests, which resulted in
more carbonaceous gases in the reduction process. Thus the first purge time was also the longest as
180 s. The first purge process of test 2 and test 3 lasted for 120 s. The total time of test 3 was intended
to be the same as that of test 2. The detailed experimental conditions are listed in Table 2. In order to
investigate the reactivity stability of the oxygen carrier, 100 cycles were done in each test.
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Figure 2. Bench-scale fixed bed reactor setup.

Table 2. Different experimental conditions.

Test Number Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Reducing gas 11% CO 11% CO 11% CO
Oxidization gas Pure air Pure air Pure air

Sweep gas 99.99% N2 99.99% N2 99.99% N2
Reduction temperature (K) 1223 1223 1223

Oxidization temperature (K) 1223 1223 1223
Gas flow (L/min) 1 1 1

CO injection time (s) 60 50 40
The first purge time (s) 180 120 120

Air injection time (s) 60 60 60
The second purge time (s) 180 70 80
Time of a single cycle (s) 480 300 300
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3. Reactivity of Oxygen Carrier with Different Reaction Times

3.1. Reactivity in a Single Cycle

With the reaction temperature at 1223 K, the injection time of CO was changed, and the reaction
characteristics in a single cycle of the lean iron ore under three different conditions were tested. In order
to fully activate the iron ore, the tenth cycle was chosen as the study object in this section. The gas
concentrations in test 1 to test 3 are shown in Figure 3.
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When the injection time of CO was 60 s, the maximum of CO2 concentration reached 7.4%.
However, there was also residual CO which could not be converted. The peak concentration of
unconverted CO was 3.0%. When the CO injection times were 50 s and 40 s respectively, the maximums
of CO2 concentrations were 6.6% and 5.9% while the corresponding CO concentrations were 3.7%
and 4.4%. During the oxidization period, once the pure air went into the reactor, the O2 in the air
reacted with the reduced oxygen carriers quickly. When the oxygen carrier was fully oxidized, the
O2 concentration climbed to 21%. It is clear in Figure 3 that the different injection times could cause
the different reaction times for the reduction of oxygen carrier. As the injection time of CO was
shortened, the CO concentration in the flue gas increased while the concentration of CO2 decreased.
The maximum values of the concentrations might be related with the reaction rate during the whole
reduction process. The reaction rate was the comprehensive results of the kinetics, gas concentrations,
partial pressure and so on. However, generally the conversion rate exhibits an increasing trend in the
initial stage of a reaction. When the injection time was 40 s, the average reaction rate was less than that
of the test 1. From this perspective, the CO2 concentration in test 3 should be less than that of test 1
while the CO concentration in test 3 should be higher than that of test 1. These results matched well
with the experimental data in Figure 3. Following, these results were used to analyze the effects of the
CO injection time on the conversion of the CO.
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To calculate the conversion of CO, the gas volume of carbonaceous gas need to be acquired.
During the experiments, 11% CO was adopted as the reduction gas. The total gas flow rate was
1 L/min, and thus the flow rate of pure CO was 0.11 L/min. In the flue gas, the total volume of each
carbonaceous gas can be calculated by the following equation:

Vi =
∫ tt

0
ciQVtdt, (3)

where, Vi is the gas volume of i; i denotes CO or CO2; tt is the total reaction time; ci is the concentration
of gas i and QVt is the total flow of the flue gas.

The conversion of CO can be obtained by Equation (4).

XCO =
VCO2

VCO2 + VCO
, (4)

In the test 1 to test 3, the volume integral results and conversion of CO are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. The conversion calculation of CO.

Test VCO/L VCO2 /L Conversion of CO

1 0.021 0.089 80.9%
2 0.025 0.067 73.9%
3 0.028 0.045 61.6%

Previously, our group has designed and built a high-flux CFB unit for chemical looping
combustion [39], in which the amount of oxygen carrier was excess to the demand amount of fuel.
To simulate the large ratio of the oxygen carrier to fuel, the injected CO was less than the demand
amount of the total conversion for oxygen carrier in this work. With the increase of injection time
of CO, the conversion of CO became larger. Also, Table 3 illustrated that the increasing interval of
CO conversion between test 2 and test 3 was much larger than that between test 2 and test 1, which
demonstrated that the conversion rate declined against time.

3.2. Investigation on Multi Cycles

Figure 4 illustrates the CO2 concentration variation with the number of cycles under different CO
injection times of 60 s, 50 s and 40 s. In the multi-redox cycles, CO2 concentration kept in a relatively
stable range, which demonstrated that the lean iron ore had satisfying reaction stability as the oxygen
carrier. When the injection times of CO were 60 s, 50 s and 40 s, the CO2 concentrations were in the
ranges of 6.7–7.5%, 6.4–6.7% and 5.9–6.1% separately. The time domain of each test was too long to
exhibit the detailed variation in every single cycle. The maximum of the CO2 concentration in Figure 4
could be employed to analyze the reactivity changes of the oxygen carrier. Thus, the following analyses
were based on the maximum values of the CO2 concentrations.
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Compared with test 2 and test 3, the fluctuation interval of CO2 concentration in test 1 was the
greatest. However, it was common in three tests that the CO2 concentration increased slightly in the
initial several cycles, which demonstrated that the activity of the lean iron ore gradually increased
and more CO was oxidized to CO2. It exhibited that there was an activation process of the lean
iron ore. The activation period and its mechanism have been found and investigated in previous
literatures [41–44]. This was attributed to the porosity increase of oxygen carrier particles in the initial
cyclic reactions. As the cycle number increased, the CO2 concentration maintained in a steady range
and then decreased gradually. The reason for this phenomena was that the oxygen transport capacity
of the lean iron ore maintained at a relatively stable stage in the following cycles. With the increase of
the cycles, the porous structure of the natural lean iron ore was destroyed, which led to the decrease of
the activity and oxygen transport capacity of the oxygen carrier.

Incomplete reaction between the lean iron ore and CO was caused by reducing the exposure time
of oxygen carrier in reducing atmosphere. In this case, the CO had not diffused into the inner core of
oxygen carrier particles so that only the surface structure changed. Shortening the injection time of CO
reduced the formation of FeO and/or Fe on the OC surface, which could avoid the secondary reaction
between FeO/Fe and other compositions and could maintain the reactiveness of the lean iron ore.
It should be noted that due to the breaks in a longtime redox, the total time exceeded the continuous
operation time of 100 cycles. During the breaks, the reactor was in the N2 atmosphere.

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the CO2 and CO concentrations in the reduction periods of the 1st, 50th,
and 100th cycles separately. Results demonstrated that the concentration of CO increased gradually
with the increase of the cycles while the concentration of CO2 decreased accordingly in the reduction
stage of the cyclic reaction.
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Figure 5. The CO2 concentration in the reduction period: (a) Test 1; (b) Test 2; (c) Test 3.

The CO2 concentration in test 1 decreased from 7.8% to 6.8% while it came down from 6.6% to
6.4% in test 2 and from 6.1% to 5.9% in test 3. The declines of CO2 concentration demonstrated the
degradation of the reactivity after multi cycles.
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In these tests, the CO curve could reflect the reaction rate and the conversion of the oxygen carrier.
Concretely, once the CO got into the reactor, the CO diffused in the N2 atmosphere. When the CO
diffused into the oxygen carrier particles, it reacted with the oxygen carrier producing the CO2. In the
initial stage, the reaction rate was fast and it consumed the CO quickly. Later, the reaction rate slowed
down resulting in the climbing of CO concentration. In a single test, the minimum of CO concentration
appeared in the 1st cycle while the peak concentration was in the 100th cycle. The differences among
the maximum values in the same test meant the reactivity destruction of the oxygen carrier. When the
injection times of CO were taken as 60 s, 50 s and 40 s, the minimums were 3.1%, 3.7% and 4.3% while
the maximums were 3.7%, 4.0% and 4.5% separately. It was obvious that reducing the injection time
of CO could cause the increase of CO concentration and the decrease of the reduction extent of the
oxygen carrier. Also, the difference between the CO concentration curves of the 1st cycle and the 100th
cycle was getting smaller with the decrease of tCO. The phenomenon denoted that the reactivity of the
oxygen carrier was more stable in short tCO.

The O2 concentrations during the oxidation process were shown in Figure 7.
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During the oxidization period in these tests, the oxygen concentration decreased with the number
of cycles due to the relatively low reactivity of lean iron ore after multi cycles. With the increase of
cyclic number, the destruction of the reactivity could cause the lower conversion of the oxygen carrier
in the reduction process. Thus, less O2 was needed in the oxidization period, and the O2 concentration
reached 21% more quickly.
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3.3. Lifetime Assessment of Oxygen Carrier

It has been demonstrated that the iron oxidation state of Fe2O3 is applicable for industrial chemical
looping combustion transforming to Fe3O4, although it has different states (Fe2O3, Fe3O4, FeO and
Fe) [45]. For the oxygen carrier, there was a conversion destruction during a longtime operation.
The lifetime of oxygen carriers can be assessed by the following equation:

tl f =
top

∆XOC
, (5)

where, tlf is the lifetime of oxygen carrier in CLC; top is the total operation time; ∆XOC is the conversion
destruction of oxygen carrier during longtime operation.

The conversion of oxygen carrier can be calculated by the CO2 produced in the redox cycles.
Usually, the conversion of oxygen carrier XOC is defined as follow:

XOC =
mox −m

mox −mred
, (6)

where, mox is the mass of oxygen carrier in totally oxidized state; m denotes the instantaneous mass of
oxygen carrier particles; mred represents the mass of oxygen carrier when it is totally reduced. In these
tests, the Fe2O3 in oxygen carriers was not totally converted to Fe3O4. Thus, the total reduced state of
Fe2O3 was chosen as Fe3O4.

The conversions of the oxygen carrier in the 1st and 100th cycles under different conditions are
shown in Figure 8.
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The conversions of the oxygen carriers in the first cycles were 9.0%, 7.6% and 6.2% separately
while they were 8.3%, 7.4% and 6.0% in the 100th cycles. The declines of the conversions were 0.7%,
0.2% and 0.2% separately in these tests. To assess the lifetime of oxygen carrier, the theoretical times of
100 cycles were adopted as operation times which were 800 min, 500 min and 500 min in the test 1 to
test 3. The calculated lifetimes of oxygen carriers under the conditions of test 1 to test 3 were 1888 h,
4234 h and 4475 h separately, which demonstrated that the reduction time had a great effect on the
oxygen carrier’s lifetime.

4. Analyses and Discussion

4.1. SEM Analysis

The calcined lean iron ore and the oxidized oxygen carriers after 100 cycles in test 1, test 2 and
test 3 were characterized by SEM, shown as Figures 9 and 10.
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Figures 9a and 10a demonstrated that the surface of fresh oxygen carrier was compactly covered
with plate-like crystals. There were little voids on the fresh oxygen carrier, which offered little contact
area for the gas-solid reaction. After tests, the plate-like structure and the compact surface were
destructed to different extents. Figure 10b showed that after test 1, the surface of OC was still compact
but the apparent edges and corners of the crystals disappeared. After test 2 and test 3, the surfaces of
oxygen carriers were loose with more voids. For the OC after test 3, the plate-like structure could be
observed clearly.
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It is known that the voids are beneficial to the gas-solid contact. Results demonstrated that
increasing the injection time of CO was harmful to the formation of voids on the surface. The oxidation
of oxygen carrier could generate lots of heat. The long time reduction made more Fe2O3 convert to
Fe3O4. Thus, in the corresponding oxidation period, more heat was generated which resulted in the
local high temperature on the surface and sintering of the plate-like crystals. When the CO introducing
time was shortened, the voids on the surface became much larger and the sintering greatly reduced.
With the decrease of tCO, there was not much time for CO to diffuse into the inner of the particles and
the reactions took place on the surface of the particles. Thus, less injection time of CO was beneficial to
the reactivity stability of oxygen carriers.

4.2. XRD and BET Analyses

The XRD results of fresh oxygen carrier and oxygen carriers after the last oxidation process in test
1 to test 3 are shown as Figure 11.

Under different conditions, the XRD analyses of these oxygen carriers were similar, which meant
that the injection time of CO could not change the internal phase and components. The Fe-containing
composition was Fe2O3, except Fe2SiO4. The Fe2SiO4 could be found in the oxygen carriers after
different tests. This was due to the reaction between Fe2O3 and SiO2 under the local high temperature
condition over multi cycles. The property of the Fe2SiO4 was stable, which caused the decrease of
Fe2O3 and the decline of the reactivity of oxygen carriers. This phenomenon also has been found in
previous work [46,47]. Meanwhile, the melting point of Fe2SiO4 is relatively low [46], and the local
high temperature from exothermic reaction could lead to the melting of Fe2SiO4 and the sintering of
oxygen carriers.
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The BET results of these oxygen carriers are shown as Figure 12.
The pore diameter, volume and specific area of the oxygen carriers after 100 cycles were larger

than those of the fresh oxygen carrier. These parameters increased with the injection time of CO.
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The specific areas and pore volumes of oxygen carriers after test 2 and test 3 were almost same.
That might be the fact that the reaction did not diffuse into the inner of particles. The SEM results
demonstrated that the surface of OC after test 1 was compact, however, the pore volume of OC after
test 1 was the biggest. It demonstrated that the compact surface was caused by the sintering, and
the inner porous structure still maintained. Large cycle number was beneficial to form the porous
structure in the oxygen carrier and increase the specific surface area, which could promote the reaction
between the oxygen carrier and CO.Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  13 of 16 
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5. Conclusions

The reactivity of the lean iron ore as oxygen carrier was investigated under different CO injection
times of 60 s, 50 s and 40 s in a bench-scale fixed bed reactor. 100 cycles were done in each test to
evaluate the reaction stability of the OC. SEM, XRD and BET were used to analyze the characterizations
of the oxygen carriers. From the results, the following conclusions could be drawn.

(1) The degree of the reduction was positively correlated with the injection time of CO while the
oxidization of oxygen carrier could be realized in a short time under different conditions.

(2) The cyclic stability and reactivity of the lean iron ore as oxygen carrier became stronger with
the decrease of injection time of CO in multi cycles.
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(3) There were severe sintering on the surface of the oxygen carrier when the tCO is becoming
longer after multi cycles. And the formation of Fe2SiO4 in multi cycles could result in the decline of
the reactivity of the oxygen carrier.
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